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about me
I am a digital professional
and manager with over 10
years experience. I work for
ActionAid UK, a leading
international development
charity. I enjoy sharing my
expertise, I have presented at
many industry events on
subjects such as SEO, user
generated content, social
networking, audience
profiling and email marketing.



Twitter

promoting participation



the workshop

1. What did you learn last time? Quiz

2. Start using twitter

3. Why Vote? Why Twitter?

4. Twitter as an agent of change

5. The #whyvote group

6. Next steps: creating an action plan



what do you
know about

twitter?
15 minute quiz on

everything twitter...



what is the maximum
number of characters in a

tweet?



what is this called?



what does retweet mean?



1. reply to a tweet

2. forward a tweet to your followers

3. rubish a tweet



what do twitter and email
have in common?



how many tweets are sent
every day?

a) 2,000
b) 2,000,000
c)10,000,000



all these people use
twitter, but who is the

most popular?
Put these people in order, with the person

with the most followers at the top



• Jose Manuel Barroso

• Stephen Fry

• Barak Obama

• Pete Cashmore

• Ashton kutcher



what is a trending topic?



name 2 ways to tweet
apart from at twitter.com



twitter is only used in
Europe and America...



start using twitter



Sign up



• On your homepage you can see your picture

• how many people you are following

• how many follow you

• you can choose a background for your Twitter
from a set of default options or design your
own.

• You can write your Tweet in the Tweet box at
the top and post it to all your followers. You
can view all the messages people have send
you on the right-hand side as well as seeing
what things people are mostly talking about
on Twitter that day in the Trending Topics.
You can also create group different people
you follow together in lists to allow you to see
the Tweets you want.



• It is important that you fill out the short bio on
your profile so that people know who you are
and will be more inclined to follow you.

• You can write your Tweet in the Tweet box at
the top and post it to all your followers.

• You can view all the messages people have
send you on the right-hand side as well as
seeing what things people are mostly talking
about on Twitter that day in the Trending
Topics.

• You can also create group different people
you follow together in lists to allow you to see
the Tweets you want.



Set up your mobile phone so
that you can Tweet via SMS or
use one of the 100s of mobile

apps for smartphones

Setup your
mobile for
tweeting



Register your
phone on

twitter.com



why vote? why twitter?





twitter as an agent for
change...



the digital revolution...





USA election 2008



Megamouth



Robin Hood Tax #RHT



BBC - digital revolution



the #whyvote group



http://www.twubs.com



next steps: creating an
action plan



this presentation is available to
download here [11mb]:

http://bit.ly/au7Q3U


